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PRODUITS OU MACHINES
Customer-led research is the key driver in Loadhog's innovation process for glass packaging, so please contact us today if you need help finding a
handling and logistics solution within your sector.

Pioneers in the development and supply of modern glass packaging systems for bottles, Loadhog’s plastic layer Smartpads and reusable capping
trays have shown to be the safest, most cost effective method of packing glass and transporting tall pack pallets for both the producer and the filler.

Since the launch of this revolutionary product, we have found new applications for the layer pad within the canned goods industry. The waved edge
profile encourages bottles and cans to migrate towards the centre of the pad during transit and other movement. The improved stability allows for
additional layers of glass and cans per pallet, reducing transport requirements and associated costs.

With Smartstak, pallet stability for glass packaging is optimised, while eliminating the requirement for horizontal banding. Consequently, bottle loss is
reduced dramatically. In fact, Shepherd Neame, one of our oldest Smartpad customers, have had zero bottles fall from the line since the system was
adopted. 
Smartstak also provides better hygiene performance than traditional top frames, and our state-of-the-art wash plants in the UK and Portugal can
facilitate up to a million pads a month.

A trial of our product is the best way to see increased efficiency. Contact the Loadhog sales team to start the process of improving your supply chain:

HISTOIRE DE L´ENTREPRISE
Loadhog is a multi-award winning, employee owned, UK manufacturer, dedicated to the design and manufacture, sale and pooling of Returnable
Transit Packaging solutions across a diverse range of industries.

In 2017 Loadhog Ltd was ranked as one of the fastest growing SMEs in the UK for international exports in the annual Sunday Times Export Track. A
large proportion of Loadhog’ s growth derives from investment in product development, in fact we set our-selves an objective each year for 25% of our
turnover to come from products less than four years old, to ensure that we are always focussed in challenging the market with new solutions.

As market leading innovators we continue to work in partnership with our customers to develop cutting edge solutions that change the face of global
supply chains. The most recent introductions to the Loadhog product line include; the Loadhog Collapsible Container & the UN Certified Container
range both providing unique benefits within their markets.
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